SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
for the MA course “Memory Politics in the Post-Totalitarian Societies. The Case of Central and Eastern Europe” elaborated during the study visit at the UC Berkeley, CASE-CRRC Field Development Project (October 29 - November 12, 2011)

During my study visit at the Institute of Slavic, East European, and Eurasian Studies at the University of California, Berkeley within the UC Berkeley CASE-CRRC Field Development Project (October 29 - November 12, 2011) I had the great opportunity to develop my course “Memory Politics in the Post-Totalitarian Societies. The Case of Central and Eastern Europe” and therefore to establish new professional links for future cooperation and research projects.

The Program brought a serious contribution through the chance of theoretical and methodological documentation in the UC Berkeley Library, exchange of knowledge and experience with colleagues from UC Berkeley on syllabus design, using higher technologies, putting in values the Ebrary sources.
The participation in this program has a strong impact on my future academic and scholarly activities. The experience, resources, and networking established during this study visit at UC Berkeley Scholars Workshop help me to improve the contents of the proposed course and thus to contribute to the transfer of experience of the USA universities to the Moldovan academic milieu. I consider imperiously important to develop this cooperation and to keep extended this exchange of experience in the East-European space (Belarus, Ukraine and Moldova).

With a professional assistance of the whole staff of the Institute of Slavic, East European, and Eurasian Studies at the University of California, Berkeley I was able to access and consult the most relevant and important sources for my course development and thus to make my visit as much useful and beneficial for my teaching and research interest. Their professional assistance was of great impact in elaborating the final version of my course and consulting a large spectre of recent scholarly publications in my field; their prompt help, advising and assistance was really helpful and important in reaching the best results after my study visit at the UC Berkeley.

Here is the selected bibliography I consulted during my study visit at the UC Berkeley: